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* If the drone does not have a battery, 

  the buzzer sounds on the controller 

  and the LED on the drone flashes.

1. It is recommended that you use the product for users over the age of 8.

It is recommended that first-time users be familiar with the manual and use it with sufficient practice.

2. The drone's propeller is so fast that it always requires attention and can cause physical and property damage.

For your safety, always maintain a certain distance from the drone.

3. Manufacturers and vendors are not responsible for accidents due to poor operation.

4. Fly in normal weather conditions with temperatures between 50 ℉ and 122 ℉.

5. For operational and repair inquiries, please contact your place of purchase.

● Make sure the battery is fully charged.

● Make sure the propeller is correctly installed.

● Make sure that the control and the drones are connected as normal.

● Make sure there are no obstructions in the area.

● Practice the drones first for take-off and landing and emergency stop functions.

● Use a distance of more than 2 meters from the drone.

1. Disconnect the battery out of the drone. The included charging via the charger usb.

2. charging, the charging is completed, and indicators illuminated indicator will extinguish.

1. Power On/Off / Reset Sensor

Press and hold the power button in the middle of the controller for more than 3 seconds to turn it on and off.

With the drone connected, press and hold the reset button to reset the sensor for the drone.

2. Throttle Lever & Directional Lever

Once the drone is connected to the controller, it can begin to operate the drone

For instructions on how to control each lever, see How to control a drone.

3. Trim Adjustment (F/B/L/R Button) & Mode 1/2 Change

To stabilize a drone during flight if it is tilted in either front/rear/left/right direction:

Press the F (front)/B (back)/L (left)/R (right) trim button to operate.

You can change the mode using the L (left) and R (right) buttons when you are not in the flight

4. Speed · Start/Stop (SPEED · START / STOP)

Press the button briefly to change the speed of the drone. (Step 1: Beep 1 / Step 2: Step 3)

Press and hold the button for more than 3 seconds to automatically take off and land the drone.

5. Headless mode · pairing (HEADLESS · PAIR)

When not in flight, press and hold the F button to activate the headless mode; press and hold B button to release.

You can perform pairing by pressing and holding the PAIR button for more than 3 seconds when it is not in flight.

6. LED · Flip (LED · FLIP)

Press the button briefly to change the LED on the drone to the desired color.

During flight, when the LED · Flip button is pressed and the directional lever is moved, the drone rotates 360 degrees.

7. Status Indication

When the drone is disconnected, the LEDs on the drone and the controller flash and beep.

If the drone's battery is low, only the LEDs on the drone will flash and the controller will beep.
*For more information, see 

the detailed description 

section of each function.

Activate the 'headless mode' for beginners.

The 'headless mode' is fixed in the direction of the drone's operation, regardless of the direction of the drone's front 

or rear.

'Headless mode' On when the LED on the controller flashes by pressing and holding the F button while landing

'Headless mode' off when the controller's LED illuminates brightly by pressing and holding the B button while landing.

CAUTION: 'Headless mode' on/off can only be changed when landing; it cannot be changed during flight.

When the headless mode is turned on by pressing the button, the direction the drone is facing is fixed forward.

Settings allow you to change to mode1 or mode2.

Pressing and holding the Ltrim button for more than 3 seconds while landing mode1

Pressing and holding the RTRIM button for more than 3 seconds while landing mode2

Caution: the default state is set to mode2 and if you change the mode,

Be sure to familiarize yourself with the operation of that mode before flying.

You can start/stop the motor when it is not in flight.

Push both levers simultaneously as shown in the image and 

hold for at least 2 seconds.

In the event of an emergency situation during flight, the emergency stop function can be used to stop the motor 

of the drone.

Press and hold the speed start/stop button and press the throttle lever down to make an emergency stop.

CAUTION: If the emergency stop function is used, the motor will stop and fall in the air, so the drone may be damaged.

Only operate the function in an emergency.

Be sure to familiarize yourself with the following methods before operating the drone.

Poor steering requires a lot of practice because it can cause damage and injury.

1. Set the front and rear sides of the drone apart and place it on a flat.

2. Press the controller's automatic take-off/landing button for more than 3 seconds to initiate drone flight.

* Make sure you have enough free space before turning 

   360 degrees.

Press and hold the LED/FLIP button on the right side of 

the detector to hear a beep.

Push the right-hand lever in the desired direction and the 

drone rotates 360 degrees in that direction.

If the drone is tilted to one side after the trim setting, or the drone does not fly normally, proceed 
to reset the sensor. With the drone and the controller connected, place the drone on a flat floor 
and press and hold the controller reset button to proceed with sensor reset.

Drone during the sensor reset led starts blinking, reset is complete, the brightly lit again.

When the start button is 

pressed and held, the controller 

will continuously beep.

1. Place the drone on a flat surface and prepare for flight.

2. Press the automatic take-off/landing button of the controller for more than 3 seconds 

    to take off.

3. The drone hovers.

4. During flight, press and hold the automatic take-off/landing button on the controller for 

    more than 3 seconds to land.

Please also be familiar with the emergency stop function in case of emergency.

1. Use the right-hand lever to slowly push forward/backward to 

    practice front/backward control in the air.

2. Practice pushing the levers slowly to the left and right, 

    as shown above.

1. Slowly raise the left throttle lever to maintain altitude in the air.

2. Adjust the throttle lever to maintain constant altitude and slowly slide the throttle lever 

    to the left or right to rotate.

If not in headless mode, the drone rotates and changes direction, so be aware of your flight.

Once you are familiar with the preceding "practicing," practice your 

flight with a combination of fine-tuning and fine-tuning the various 

commandments in the air.

Before flying a drone, note

1.Before flying drones, always look around.

2. Fly within the user's vision.

3.The child should fly the drone from where the parents are looking.

4.When using multiple drones at the same time, be careful with the frequency.

* Be sure to check all items regularly before flying. Replace, repair and operate after damage.
* Recharge using the charger provided.
* Be sure to turn off and remove the power when removing dust from the product.
* Do not randomly change the structure of this product.
* Recyculate battery or battery packs or dispose of them correctly according to waste disposal methods.
* Be sure to turn off and store the power of the drones and the controls when storing.
* Do not throw or drop drones and controls.
* Read and familiarize yourself with the handling manual.

Precautions

Precautions to Know Before Flying a Drone

Do not fly drones in the following circumstances

Near signal towers and 
high voltage power lines

Crowded Place Thunder and Lightning Weather

Near Rail and Airport Unauthorized Public Places Forest and River Windy Weather

1xDrone 1xController

1xBattery

1xUSB Charger

1xMicro 5-pin Cable

1xPropeller

Guide

1xManual

Basic Component Guide

Name by Drone Part

CCW Propeller (B)

CW Propeller (A)

Housing

Frame

CCW Motor

CW Motor

Lithium Battery

Main Board

Rubber Damper

Pilot Guidance

: When Pressed Briefly : When Pressed Briefly

Insert Controller Battery

*Open the battery cover.
Insert battery for polarity (+/-) indication.
Close the battery cover.

Caution:
A. Make sure the battery is inserted to the polarity mark.
B. Remove discharged batteries and do not use batteries 
    of different types.

Connecting Drone

Plain Floor

A swing of more 
than 10 times 

faster

Pressing for more 
than 3 seconds

1. Connecting the Controller to the Drone

When the drone's battery is connected, the drone's LED flashes.
Put the drone down on a flat floor and turn the controller on.
A beep will be heard and paired automatically.

* Important: The controller and the drone are basically paired.
The battery is automatically paired when connected and powered on.
You do not need to perform a pairing every time.

2. New Connecting the Controller to the Drone

If no drones and controls are connected, or if a new control 
and connection is required, new drone pairing is carried out.

1. Within 20 seconds of connecting the drone's battery, 
   hold the drone in your hand and shake it quickly to enter 
   pairing mode. 
   (The LED flashes red/blue quickly when in pairing mode)

2. Put the drone in pairing mode on the floor and turn 
    on the controller.

3. Pair the drone by pressing the PAIR button on the controller 
    for more than 3 seconds.

4. When 4 drones are connected, a beep is heard and the LED 
    color is fixed.

Precautions

The pairing mode can only be entered within 20 seconds of the 
battery connection and after 20 seconds the drone's battery 
must be reconnected.

Pilot Main Function Guidance

How to operate a drone (Mode2)

Throttle

Rotation

Forward and backward movement

UP

Down

Left Right

UP

Down

Right and Left movements

Left Right

Rise

Fall

Left turn

Right Trun

Forward

Reverse

Move Left Move Right

* The drone rises when the throttle 

   lever is raised and falls down when 

   the throttle lever is lowered.

* If the throttle lever is lowered and 

  landed on the ground during the 

  flight, the motor will stop.

* Turn the 'throttle lever' of the 

   controller to the left, and the 

   drone turns left. 

   And Turn the 'throttle lever' of the 

   controller to the right, and 

   the drone turns right.

* Push forward the directional lever 

  of the controller to move the drone 

  forward.

  And push reverse the directional 

  lever of the controller to move the 

  drone reverse.

* Push the directional lever of the 

   controller to the left to move 

   the drone to the left 

  And Push the directional lever of 

  the controller to the Right to move 

  the drone to the Right

Motor Start/Stop

or

Emergency stop

Headless Mode

Change Mode

Mode 1

Mode 2

Rotate 360 degrees (Mode)

Rotate Forward: up the rudder.

Rotate Back: Turn the Directional 

                      Levers Down

Left Rotation: The rudder is left.

Right Rotation

 : The directional lever to the right

Left Rotation

Right Rotation

Rotate 
Forward

Rotate 
Back

Once familiar with the above three steps, practice a combination of precision control 

flights by simultaneously manipulating the three phases in the air.

Propeller Repacement

Battery Charging

A = Clockwise Yellow Propeller

Direction 
(rear)

B = Counterclockwise White Propeller

B = Counterclockwise Yellow Propeller

A = Clockwise White Propeller

To Charge

Precautions A continuous beep sound from the controller during flight indicates that the drone's battery 
is running low. Charge the battery after landing.

Battery Precautions

Connect to the adapter or PC to charge

Drone Battery: Please comply with the regulations for the use of lithium batteries.
Controller Battery: The controller requires two "AAA" batteries.

Please read the precautions below carefully.

● Do not use any other type of battery.
● Do not use with a discharged battery.
● Do not charge disposable batteries.
● Take care when charging the battery.
● View the polarity indicator (+/-) and insert correctly.
● Do not heat the battery or put the battery in the fire.

Precautions

LED Display information Charging specification

LED Off LED ON

Charge Complete Charging

Input Charging current
Maximum 

Voltage

Battery Capacity and Charging Specifications

Battery Type Battery Capacity

Lithium Battery

Time of Use

Maximum flight time of 5 minutes

Charging time

40 Minutes 
(approximately 0.5 Amps)

Guides and caveats for first-time users

Precautions

1. To practice take-off and landing

2. To practice throttle lever

1. Place the drone on a flat surface and prepare for flight.

2. Press the automatic take-off/landing button of the controller 
    for more than 3 seconds to take off.

3. The drone hovers.

4. During flight, press and hold the automatic take-off/landing button 
    on the controller for more than 3 seconds to land. Please also be 
    familiar with the emergency stop function in case of emergency.

3. To practice directional control (Mode2)

4. Practice of rotation (Mode 2)

5. Precision Control Exercise

6. Trim

Take off the drone in a windless environment to see if it is flowing in the air.

1. Forward/Reverse Moving Trim: When a drone flows forward 
    in the air without any operation 
    Press the B button on the controller to adjust the trim.
    Conversely, if it flows backwards in midair without any control, 
    press the F button on the controller to open the trim. Adjust it.

2. Left/Right Trim: When a drone flows from the air to the left 
    without any operation Press the R button on the controller 
    to adjust the trim. Conversely, if you're moving in midair to 
    the right, press the L button on the controller. Adjust the trim.

NOTE: The controller will beep whenever the trim button is pressed.
Once the maximum value of the trim setting is reached, there will 
be no more beeps. If normal flight is difficult even with trim setting, reset the drone sensor.
(Press the drone on a level surface and briefly press the controller's power button to reset the sensor.)

Forward

Reverse

Left Right

7. Rotate 360 degrees (Mode2)

Stable and easy 360 degrees of rotation

8. Sensor Reset

Precautions to Know Before Flying a Drone

Basic Component Guide

Name by Drone Part

Pilot Guidance
Insert Controller Battery

Pilot Main Function Guidance
Connecting Drone

How to operate a drone (Mode2)
Motor Start/Stop
Emergency stop

Headless Mode
Change Mode

Rotate 360 degrees (Mode)

Periodically check the propeller status of the drones and replace them with new ones if damaged/damaged.

1. The drone has four propellers. Among them, yellow represents the front.
2. Refer to the image and make sure that the direction of rotation is the matching propeller.
3. IMPORTANT: Normal flight is not possible if the propeller is not in the correct direction.

Propeller Repacement
To Charge
Guides and caveats for first-time users

Troubleshooting

Initial Defect and Warranty

Troubleshooting
Initial Defect and Warranty

Supports the following initial defect and warranty exchange policies:

1. Within 7 days of receipt of the new product
2. If problem symptoms are found within 5 minutes of the cumulative flight time after opening the product;

If a problem occurs with a product that meets all of the above conditions, it will be judged to be an initial 
defect and you will be able to exchange the product.

Any other user negligence and damage other than initial defect will result in paid repair, so please note.
Please contact your place of purchase for further product repair and support.

* Drone simulator, Rocket Brick for Cordonrobolinksw.com
* Check the website later for coding manual. (robolink.co.kr )

Problem Cause Solution method

I plugged in the drone's battery 

and it just blinks and becomes 

unresponsive

The drone and the controller 

are out of pairing

There is no response when 

connecting the drone's battery

The motor won't stop when I 

lower the lever to land

Only the propeller turns and 

the drone does not take off

The drone rotates in place even 

after the trim is set

The drone doesn't fly after 

the crash

The battery is running low

I didn't know if the drone was 

on the floor

1. the direction of the propeller 

    is wrong

2. the battery is low

1. the direction of the propeller 

   is wrong

2. The propeller is damaged

3. Sensor reset is required

I plugged in the drone's battery 

and it just blinks and becomes 

unresponsive

Refer to the manual and cycle 

power to both the drone and 

the controller and try new pairing

Please charge the battery 

of the drone

Please raise it up again and try to land 

Lower and hold the throttle lever for at 

least 2 seconds after the drone hits the floor

1. Fit the propeller in the correct 

    orientation

2. Charge the battery

1. Refit the propeller correctly

2. Replace the propeller

3. Refer to reset sensor in manual

1. Refit the propeller

2. Replace the propeller

Autonomous safety 
check report number

Quick Manual for Control



 
FCC Caution： 
This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the 
following two conditions: (1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) 
this device must accept any interference received, including interference that may 
cause undesired operation. 
 
Any Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for 
compliance could void the user's authority to operate the equipment. 
 
Note: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class 
B digital device, pursuant to part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to 
provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. 
This equipment generates uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not 
installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference 
to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not 
occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to 
radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off 
and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the 
following measures: 
-Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna. 
-Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver. 
-Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the 
receiver is connected. 
-Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help. 
 
The device has been evaluated to meet general RF exposure requirement. The device 
can be used in portable exposure condition without restriction.  
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